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	An effective guide to geographic information systems and remote sensing analysis using Python 3


	About This Book

	
		Construct applications for GIS development by exploiting Python
	
		This focuses on built-in Python modules and libraries compatible with the Python Packaging Index distribution systemâ€•no compiling of C libraries necessary
	
		This practical, hands-on tutorial teaches you all about Geospatial analysis in Python



	Who This Book Is For


	If you are a Python developer, researcher, or analyst who wants to perform Geospatial, modeling, and GIS analysis with Python, then this book is for you. Familarity with digital mapping and analysis using Python or another scripting language for automation or crunching data manually is appreciated.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Automate Geospatial analysis workflows using Python
	
		Code the simplest possible GIS in 60 lines of Python
	
		Mold thematic maps with Python tools
	
		Get hold of the various forms that geospatial data comes in
	
		Produce elevation contours using Python tools
	
		Create flood inundation models
	
		Apply Geospatial analysis to find out about real-time data tracking and for storm chasing



	In Detail


	Geospatial Analysis is used in almost every field you can think of from medicine, to defense, to farming. This book will guide you gently into this exciting and complex field. It walks you through the building blocks of geospatial analysis and how to apply them to influence decision making using the latest Python software.


	Learning Geospatial Analysis with Python, 2nd Edition uses the expressive and powerful Python 3 programming language to guide you through geographic information systems, remote sensing, topography, and more, while providing a framework for you to approach geospatial analysis effectively, but on your own terms. We start by giving you a little background on the field, and a survey of the techniques and technology used. We then split the field into its component specialty areas: GIS, remote sensing, elevation data, advanced modeling, and real-time data.


	This book will teach you everything you need to know about, Geospatial Analysis from using a particular software package or API to using generic algorithms that can be applied. This book focuses on pure Python whenever possible to minimize compiling platform-dependent binaries, so that you don't become bogged down in just getting ready to do analysis. This book will round out your technical library through handy recipes that will give you a good understanding of a field that supplements many a modern day human endeavors.


	Style and approach


	This is a practical, hands-on tutorial that teaches you all about Geospatial analysis interactively using Python.
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Terrorism and Public Safety Policing: Implications for the Obama PresidencyCRC Press, 2009
A Pragmatic Answer to the Systematic Change Already Underway

The trends, data, and battle-tested logic do not lie. A perfect storm of extremist ideologies is on the horizon that threatens to challenge the current state of public safety—forcing police chiefs, public administrators, and security...
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Pro SharePoint with jQueryApress, 2012


	In 2009, Lightning Tools decided to take one of its best-selling products, a desktop application, and put it

	into the browser as an application page in SharePoint—which turned out to be quite a challenge. When

	we were looking at technologies to use, jQuery stood out as something that could be really helpful.

	We spent a lot of...
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Nanodroplets (Lecture Notes in Nanoscale Science and Technology)Springer, 2014

	Nanodroplets, the basis of complex and advanced nanostructures such as quantum rings, quantum dots and quantum dot clusters for future electronic and optoelectronic materials and devices, have attracted the interdisciplinary interest of chemists, physicists and engineers. This book combines experimental and theoretical analyses of nanosized...
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Intellectual Freedom and the Culture Wars (Palgrave Studies in Classical Liberalism)Palgrave Pivot, 2020

	
		This book offers a sustained and vigorous defence of free expression and objective enquiry situated in the context of the current culture wars. In the spirit of J. S. Mill, Benn investigates objections to the ideal of free expression in relation to harm and offence, reaching broadly liberal conclusions with reference to recent...
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Practical Cyber Forensics: An Incident-Based Approach to Forensic InvestigationsApress, 2019

	
		
			Become an effective cyber forensics investigator and gain a collection of practical, efficient techniques to get the job done. Diving straight into a discussion of anti-forensic techniques, this book shows you the many ways to effectively detect them. Now that you know what you are looking for, you’ll shift your focus to...
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Intermarket Technical Analysis: Trading Strategies for the Global Stock, Bond, Commodity, and Currency Markets (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 1991
Trying to trade stock, bond, commodity and currency markets without intermarket awareness is like trying to drive a car without looking out the side and rear windows--very dangerous. In this guide to intermarket analysis, the author uses years of experience in technical analysis plus extensive charts to clearly demonstrate the interrelationshps...
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